VENUE

The course will be held at Vama Veche, a
popular holiday resort, which is situated at
about 50 km south of Constantza, the main
Romanian harbour, on the Black Sea coast.
Access ways:
♦ by air: Mihail Kogălniceanu Airport,
Constantza transfer by bus/taxi (80 km)
♦ by car: E60, E70, E81, E87
♦ by train: railway station at Constantza/
Mangalia

The participation fee of 335 Euro includes:
printed materials, accommodation in double
rooms with own bathroom and all meals.

The working language is English.
Application deadline: 25 June 2004
The environment
The weather at this time of the year is
particularly pleasant at the seaside. The sun
shines generously on the wide beach of Vama
Veche, and the water temperature is above
200 C, inviting to swimming parties. Besides,
the Black Sea shore landscape is delightful,
with large orchards and vineyards. Mangalia,
the nearest town, whose ancient name is
Callatis, boasts remarkable remnants,
starting with the period of the Hellenic
colonization of the 6th century BC and
continuing with those of the Roman,
Byzantine and Ottoman rules.
For more information on the programme,
please contact:
Ms. Andreea Mezo
European Cultural Centre, Bucharest
50, Primăverii Blvd.
011975 Bucharest-1, Romania
Tel./fax:+4021-2232619; tel.:+4021-2302292
E-mail: cti@com.pcnet.ro

INTRODUCTION
The Luxembourg Institute for European and
International Studies is a forum of intellectual
discussions and research as well as a platform of
training for undergraduates and young
professionals from both western and eastern
countries.
One of the Institute’s constant themes of research
and debate has been the European integration
viewed as a particularly dynamic and challenging
process. The topic has been explored for the last
10 years under the form of summer schools
organized by the Institute in cooperation with the
Black Sea University Foundation and later on
with the European Cultural Centre, Bucharest at
Mangalia, Romania.
The 2004 seminar is an attempt to anticipate
further developments and find solutions for the
problems which may be encountered in the
ongoing process of European enlargement.
“According to the EU planning, 2007 will be the year
of the next major enlargement of the Union. Romania
and Bulgaria, but perhaps also a country such as
Croatia are to join. Of course many things could still
happen in the years leading to possible membership:
the present extension from 15 to 25 countries might
encounter unforeseen obstacles and difficulties;
disputes, quarrels and recriminations might set in in the
wake of that enlargement; the development, particularly
the economic and social one of Bulgaria and Romania,
might be less encouraging than envisaged; the
European Union might be in a state of political and
institutional disarray; something might go utterly
wrong in the pan-European or in the global dimension
(for example an acute deterioration of the relations with
Russia); a global economic crisis or some major
political disruption in the international system might
occur; some of the EU countries might be tempted to
shut the door and choose a policy of consolidation
before further widening; the candidate countries
themselves may experience a period of societal crisis."
(Dr. Armand Clesse)

Europe after 2007
Summer School
Vama Veche, Romania
1 – 7 August 2004

Organized by:
Luxembourg Institute for
European and International Studies
in cooperation with
Black Sea University Foundation
European Cultural Centre, Bucharest

If you wish to join in the programme, please fill in the
following application form:

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
•

•

students, young researchers and
professionals interested in the
European integration process and
its evolution
representatives
of
higher
education,
of
specialised
institutions, of political parties, of
NGO’s, of the mass-media

TEAM OF LECTURERS
Dr. ARMAND CLESSE
Director, Luxembourg Institute for European
and International Studies

Prof. CHRISTOPHER COKER
London School of Economics

MAIN SESSIONS
¾From 15 to 25: The European Union after
May 1, 2004
¾How the EU may evolve between 2004 and
2007
¾Arguments for and against Romanian and
Bulgarian membership of the EU
¾Dealing with countries without an
immediate perspective for joining the EU
¾Decision-making in a Union of 27 (or
more)
¾The political, economic and social cohesion
of a Union of 27 (plus) countries
¾Towards a multi-speed Europe ?
¾The finality of the European integration
process
¾The limits of Europe: Moving towards a
new geo-political divide ?
¾Turkey: The odd man in or the odd
man out ?
¾The European Union as an actor in
world politics
¾Europe in 2020. Europe in 2050

Prof. MIRCEA MALITZA

Prof. G. MICHAEL AMBROSI
MARIO HIRSCH
Editor in chief of the Letzebuerger Land

Europe after 2007
Vama Veche, 1 – 7 August 2004
APPLICATION FORM
First name:_ ________________________
Last name:__________________________
Institution:
Position:___________________________
Payment of the 335 Euro course fee (and
other expenses relating to special accommodation requests) will be made:

in cash, at arrival
by bank transfer
I wish to apply for a scholarship
[undergraduates only]
Candidates who request scholarships
should send to ECC the filled in Application
Form together with:
♦ Curriculum Vitae
♦ Letter of Intention
♦ Two letters of Recommendation

Application deadline: 25 June, 2004
Please send the application documents to
Ms. Andreea Mezo
European Cultural Centre, Bucharest

President, Black Sea University Foundation
Vicepresident, European Cultural Centre

University of Trier

Summer School

HALF-DAY ROUNDTABLE:

Emerging Economies
Friday, 6 August 2004

50, Primăverii Blvd., 011975 Bucharest-1,
Romania
Tel.: + 0040 – 2 1 – 2302292
Tel./Fax: + 0040 – 21 – 2232619
E-mail: cti@pcnet.ro

The payment of 335 Euro can be made either
in cash, at arrival, or by bank transfer (account
in EUR no: 2511.1-2024.11/EUR opened by the
European Cultural Centre, Bucharest at the
Romanian Commercial Bank, Lipscani
branch).

